TSR = .34
Charcoal

TSR = .34
Cocoa Brown

TSR = .32
Burnished Slate

TSR = .26
Stealth Black

Forest Green

TSR = .31

Cool Chemistry® - Coil Coating System
The next generation silicone-polyester Cool Chemistry® system is here! These coatings are not
only engineered to give a 40-year film integrity warranty, but also offer high reflectivity in medium
and dark colors that helps dramatically reduce the energy (and the associated costs) for cooling,
especially in hot, sunny climates.
This premium silicone-polyester system provides the next best exterior durability to 70% PVDF
coatings based on real world exposure testing in South Florida. It also provides energy savings in a
full spectrum of colors. The use of proprietary resin technology and inorganic and ceramic pigments
provides a coating system that outperforms other silicone-polyester coatings for chalking and fade
resistance, with a 30-year performance warranty.

Emerald Green TSR = .33

Burgundy

TSR = .26

Barn Red

TSR = .35

In addition to their remarkable “cool” technology, these coatings clean easily, have excellent stain
resistance, scratch resistance, and are recoatable. Coupled with a high performance primer, this
system affords salt spray and moisture resistance unmatched in the industry.
Silicone-polyester coatings are ideal for all metal building applications requiring a high performance
coating system for metal roofing and walls, including commercial, industrial, agricultural and
residential markets.
To learn more about the full range of color and gloss options available from Mill Steel – or to order samples
of any color featured on this card – visit www.millsteel.com or call (877) 262-8333.
*TSR = Total Solar Reflectance
*Actual colors may vary from samples shown. Actual color chips available upon request.

Bright Red

TSR = .42

Regal Blue

TSR = .26

TSR = .67

TSR = .60

TSR = .51

TSR = .44

Polar White

Lightstone

Sahara Tan

Ash Gray
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800-247-MILL (6455) • www.millsteel.com/building-products
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Hawaiian Blue

TSR = .33

Copper Penny

TSR = .49
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